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AssrRAcr
Transmissionelectron microscopy (TEM) has beenused
to examine microstructures in K-feldspar from a white Kfeldspar, vanadian mica schist and a predominantly pink
K-feldspar unit within the Hemlo, Ontario, gold deposit.
Electron-miooprobe analysesindicate only minor compositional differences between feldspars in the two units; the
degreeof Al-Si order is typical of low microcline for all
samples. TEM identifies thlsg deminant microstructural
elements:twins, dislocationsand voids. There is a progression from a heterogeneous,low-density twin texture in the
larger grains to more homogeneous11yi1ning,involving
larger volumesof the crystals,in smallermatrix grains. Both
twinned and untwinned regions are triclinic, with twinning
occurring below the temperature of the C2/ n .. iI transformation. Untwinned grains have high densitiesof voids
(fluid inclusions) and dislocations, whereasthesefeatures
are uncommon in twinned feldspar. Collectively, tle microstnrctures suggest formation of untwinned, void-rich
triclinic grains from a feldspathizing fluid at a temperature below the monoclinic e triclidc transition. Theseare
subsequentlydeformed and twinned, with the formation
of late-stage,defect-freeuntwinned gxains.Generationand
preservation of glide twins in the triclinic crystals require
the initial creation of anti-ordered pseudotwins that are
stabilized for time periods sufficient to allow diffusional
reordering of Al and Si. If gold mineralization is linked
to this event, ore formation must occur during a deformation event that postdated the peak of metamorphism.
Keywords: microcline, transmission eleclron microscopy,
metasomalism, glide twins, Hemlo deposit, Ontario.
SOtrrtUarnn
Nous avons abord6l'6tude desmicrostructures du feldspath potassiqueblanc dans un schistei mica vanadifbre
et du feldspath potassiguerose dans une unit6 feldspathique du gisement aurifdre de Hemlo, en Ontario, par
microscopie 6lectronique par transmission. Les analysesd
la microsonde electronique rdv0lent de faibles diffdrences
en composition entre les deux unit6s; le feldspath est un
microcline ordonnd dans tous les dchantillons. Il y a trois
dldmentsmicrostructurauximportants: macles,dislocations,
et vacuoles. Il y a une faible densit6 de macles et une
distribution hdt€rogdnede celles-cidans les grains les plus
grossiers,tandis que dans les petits cristaux de la matrice,

la r6partition des maclesest plus homogbne,et cesmacles
occupenturr volume plus important descristaux. Lesdomaines macldset non macl6ssont tous tricliniques; les macles
ont pris naissancea une tempdrature inf6rieure d celle de
latransinotC2/me Cl. Le cristaux non macl6 possddent
une forte densit6de vacuoles(inclusions fluides) et de dislocations, tandis qu'elles ne sont pas fr6quentesdans le
microcline macl€. D'aprbs l'ensembledesmicrostructures,
il y aurait eu formation d'un feldspathtriclinique non ma$f
et riche en vacuolesi partir d'une phasefluide "feldspatlisante", d une tempdratureinf€rieure i cellede la transition
monoclinique + triclinique. Cesgrains ont par la suite 6td
ddform6set macl6s:la formation d'un microcline sansdislocation est venuetardivement. La g6n6ration et la pr6servation de macles impliquant un glissementdans les cristaux tricliniques supposent la cr6ation de pseudo-macles
anti-ordonndes qui sont stabilis6espour une pdriode de
tempssuffisantepour permettrela miseen ordre ds cations
Al et Si par diffusion. Si la min6ralisation en or est li6e
d cet €vdnementde ddformation, le minerai doit Btrepostdrieur au paroxysme m€tamorphique et cindmatique.
(Iraduit par la Rffaction)
Mots-cl4s: microcline, microscopie 6lectroniquepar transmission, macles de glissement, ersement de Hemlo,
Ontario.
INTRoDUcTIoN
Previous investigations of the Hemlo, Ontario,
gold deposit and associated rocks have addressed the
stratigraphic and structural relationships of the area,
the geochemistry of the rocks and mineral shemistry
(Muir 1983, 1986, Hugon 1984, 1986, Cemeron &
Hattori 1985, Harris 1986, Valliant & Bradbrook
1986, Walford et al. t98A.In this contribution, we
describe textures observed by transmission electron
microscopy (fEM) from K-feldspar-rich units within
the ore zone. These rocks are of critical importance
to any model of ore generatio'n because they reflect
potassium enrichment centered on the ore zone.
Although the latter spatial association has been
reported throughout the Hemlo camp, there is neither general agfeement as to the timiag a1d 9fi9i1
of the altering fluids (Muir 1980, nor a uniquely
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ogy havebeengivenby Walfordet al. (1986).Major
lithologic units strike l08o and dip 60-70" NE, and
all Au mineralizationis hostedby rocks with secondary microcline(Walford et sl. !98A. The ore zone
has been reported to occur at the contact between
hanging-wallmetasedimentaryand footwall volcanic
rocks (Valliant & Bradbrook 1980, although lithologic and structural complexities preclude a simple
relationship (Muir & Elliott 1987).The metasedimentary rock units structurally abovethe ore zonehave
abundant amphibolite-grade minerals, including
kyanite, staurolite and garnet (Walford et al. 1986).
Amphibole and garnet in disequilibrium with the latare recognizedwithin the uppermost
ter assemblage
sectionsof the ore zone.Burk et al. (1986)described
two metamorphic events at the adjacent TeckCorona deposit, with a high pressure(700 MPa)
eventprecedingme&rmorphismat about 500MPa.
Regional deformation within a zone of ductile
shear 5-10 km wide has been postulated to have
occurred at conditions of peak metamorphism
(Hugon 1986),with pervasivelyintensedeformation
centeredon the ore deposit(Muir 1986).A detailed
structural study by Muir & Elliott (1987)identified
four generationsof deformation. Major Dr folds
define the regional $tructureand predatethe peak
metamorphism;displacementsduring this eventwere
GEoLOGICAL SETTING
sinistral. D, folding and penetrative dextral shear
The Hemlo depositis situatedapproximately35 affectedthe areaduring and after growth of garnet
km east of Marathon, Ontario, along the Trans- and stauroliteporphlroblasts. Synthesisofthese data
CanadaHighway (Fig. l). The regional settingof the led Muir & Elliott (1987)to argue for an oblique,
depositwithin a Late Archean greenstonebelt has transcurrent dextral shear, as opposed to the
been summarizedby Muir (1983). Sampleswere predominantly progressive,oblique southeasterly
taken from drill corecollectedat the Page-Williams thrusting suggestedby Hugon (1986).
property, for which detaileddescriptionsof the geolMuir & Elliott (1987)also explicitly demonstrated
establishedtemporal relationship betweenAu mineralization and K metasomatism.Whereas some
authors have linked K-feldspathization with events
of synmetamorphic to late metamorphic deformation (Hugon 1986,Walford et al. 1984, othershave
explicitly favored pre- or early metamorphic hydrothermal fluids for the alteration (Kuhns et al. 1986,
Valliant & Bradbrook 1986).
The feldspathic units are spatially associatedwith
each other and the ore zone (Walford et al. 1986),
but outwardly suggestdistinct metamorphicor metasomatichistories:unit Ml is a schistthat contains
white to grey K-feldspar, qtrartz, and vanadian muscovite; unit M2 comprisesbright pink to red Kfeldspar. It was conjecturedthat electron-diffraction
contrast might image intracrystalline features indicative of contrasting histories. In particular, the
ocqurrenceof abundanttaperingtwins, a morphology associatedwith mechanicaltwinning, suggested
an interesting deformational aspect to the microstructure. The latter is of particular interestgiven the
absenceof unambiguousmechanicaltwins in Kfeldspar (Smith & Brown 1988).The investigation
is otherwisejustified by the paucity of TEM information on K-feldspar in ore-forming environments.

Frc. l. Location map for the study area.
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that the main Hernlo orebody is parallel to the L2
lineation, in correspondence
with the observations
by Walford el al. (1986)Ibafthe "eaxly" folds, which
have a foliation parallel to the regional lithological
trend, plunge parallel to the Main Ore Zone. Burk
et al. (198Qplaceddevelopmentof high-strain zones
on the Teck-Corona site within their lower-pressure
event, after "early" folding, with contemporaneous
Au-Mo mineralization and K-metasomatism.
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8ro,

Standardpetrographicthin sectionsof eachunit
were examined,with concentrationon those areas
that seemedto consistof optically monomineralic
K-feldspar. Mineral compositionswere determined
by wavelength-dispersion
analysiswith a JEOL 733
electronmicroprobe operatedat 15 kV, 10 nA current and a beam diameter of l0 pm. Powderdiffraction data were collected with an automated
Philips 1050/81X-ray diffractometer; three powder
sampleswere examined from each lithologic unit.
Cell refinements followed the method of Appleman
& Evans(1973)and are basedon a minimum of 29
reflections.The degreeofAl-Si order characteristic
ofthe feldspar in each[thologic unit was ca]culated
from the equationsgiven by Kroll & Ribbe (1987).
Areas for TEM analysiswere identified in thin section, mounted on copper grids and ion-thinned to
perforation. Most TEM examinations were carried
out with a Philips EM400T operated at 120 kV.
Additional observationsand compositional analyses
were made using an EM400T with energydispersion
X-ray analysiscapabilities,operatedat 100 kV.
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identified by microprobe analysiseither is too small
to be recorded by EDS in the TEM or else the
microprobe is sampling albite lamellae that can be
avoidedin the TEM. The cell parametersof the Kfeldspar are given in Table 2. The feldspar is low
SAMPLEDsscnrprroN
microcline with /rO + tp : 0.99.
Becausenon-feldsparphasescommonly are conUnit Ml
centrated within narrow foliation bands or discrete
veins, large areas of a given thin section are effecConsistent with its appearancein hand specimen tively monomineralicmicrocline. Although microas a massivewhite microcline rock, petrographicthin
structures evenin thesemonomineralic regions can
sectionsof Ml contain predominantly K-feldspar. vary widely and abruptly, a few principal elements
can be recognized. The grain size of the microcline
Quartz occurs as fine veins and disseminatedmatrix
grains, with grains of albite, titanite, chlorite, calrangesbetween20 and 500g.m;gains generallyhave
cite and Fe-oxideforming minor and heterogeneously an equantshape(Fig. 2a). Large grainsare contained
distributed components of the rock. The foliation
within a matrix of smaller recrystallized grains.
is defined by greenvanadian muscovite and pyrite.
Within mica-rich bands, microcline single crystals
A characteristic mode is: 8490 K-feldspar, 690 500 pm long, with an aspect ratio of 4:L, are
quartz, 670 pyrite, 390 muscovite, plus the remainobserved. Fluid and mineral inclusions occur
ing minor phases.Resultsof electron-microprobe throughout the microcline grains, but are particuanalysesof K-feldspar Ml are listed in Table 1.
larly evident in the larger Crains. The inclusions are
WhereasBa-rich K-feldspar with up to 16.6 wt.Yo dispersedthroughout the g:ains @igs.2b, c) and display only an occasionalassociationwith recognizaBaO has been reported from the ore zone (llarris
1986),the grains studied here have an averageconble healed fractures. Matrix grains exhibit both
tent of only 0.57 wt.t/o BaO. Analytical TEM showed equilibrated polygonal textures and irregular grain
all microcline to be pure K-feldspar, with Na resboundaries. Undulose extinction, characteristic of
tricted to rare albite exsolution lamellaethat are consuberain development,is particularly well developed
centrated in the larger grains. The Na2O content
in the matrix erains (Fie. 2a). The combination of
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Frc. 2. Optical micrographsof Hemlo feldspars.Scalebars: 100pm. a) Overview of Ml microstructures.Foliation
is defined by mica. Large twinned grain is surrounded by finer-grained matrix. b) Grain with contrast typical of
Albite (A) and Pericline (P) twins. Contrast bands (cb) consist of fine lamellar contrast features parallel to A-twins
that are aligned in bands parallel to P-twin orientations. c) Ml exain with A- and P-twins with contrast bands (cb)
and terminating A-twins (t). Inclusions (arrowed) are abundant in untwinned regions.Untwinned, recrystallizedenins
(r) postdate larger twinned grain. d) Terminating twins (t) initiate at grain boundaries (eb) in Ml. e) Irregular twin
front (tf) in M2. f) Discrete A-twins and lozenge-shapeddomains parallel P-twin orientation comprising fine Atwins. Inclusions are indicated by the arrow.
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optical deformation features and polygonal grains
strongly suggestsgrain-sizereduction during dynamic
recrystallization. Recrystallizationcan also be recognized as inclusion-free,untwinned, lensoid grains
that postdate the larger, twinned, inclusion-rich
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microcline (Fig. 2c).
As previously noted by Harris (1980, twins are
cornmon in the microcline, but not ubiquitous.
Grains commonly show no optical twins, and even
grains with twins can have large volumes of un-

FIc. 3. TEM micrographsof Ml K-feldspar. Scalebars: I pm. a) K-feldspar grain surroundedby A-twinned feldspar
of the samecomposition . Electron-diffraction patterns riXl 3 = t00I I show the triclinic nature of untwinned (upper)
and twinned (ower) grains. b) Transitional twin front betweendomains. Dislocations (d) and voids (v) are concentrated in the untwinned domain. A microfracture (f) also is evident. c) Large grain v/ith dispersedP-twins that are
partially transformed to A-twins. The grain containsabundant dislocationsand voids (v). B=[04].
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Frc. 4. TEM microstructures in M2 K-feldspar. a) Islets of Albite-twinned feldspar in a matrix of deformed untwinned
microcline containing abundant subgrain walls (sgb) and dislocations (d). Voids (v) are concentratedalong subgrain
boundaries. Scalebar: I pn, b) Twin front with Albite twins (T) inclined to beam, as indicated by fringes. Voids
(v) and dislocations(d) are concentratedin the untwinned feldspar. B=tll2l. Scalebar: I pm. c) Mixed A- and
P-twins. P-twins are in the processof transforming to fine Albite 1r"ias. i = [@U. Scalebar: I pm. d) Tartanlike
texture in Albite twin domain. The modulation developedparallel to the (0*0) reflections has no correspondingeffect
on the diffraction pattern exceptfor minor streaking.n=tlO4l. Scalebar: 5@ nm.
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twinned feldspar. Both Periclinelaw @) and Albite
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
law (A) twins are observed,but rarely do they form
the classiccross-hatchedtwin textures. Whereasin
The microstructuresin both Ml and M2 litholosome grains, discrete P- and A-twins can be ident!
gies consistof three dominant elements:twins, voids
fied @g. 2b), other grains exhibit fine A-twins deve- and dislocations.Thesecombineto createan ovsrloped along contrast bandsparallel to the expected all texture of intimately associatedtwinned and untP-twin orientation (Figs. 2b, c). Sharp, wedge- winnedregionsin the microcline.No compositional
shaped, terminating twins typical of mechanical difference betweentheseregions can be identified
twins (Starkey& Brown 1964,Vernon 1965,Brown
with xheTEM. Both dislocationsand voids are con& Macaudidrel98Q are abundant@igs.2c, d). These cenrratedin untwinned material, with slightly differtapering twins commonly originate at grain boundent texturesin Ml and M2.
aries and triple junctions, and their terminations are
Juxtaposedtwinned and untwinned microcline
usually associatedwith other microstructures,includproduce a distinctly heterogeneous
microstructure.
ing twins of the other twin law, optical subgrain Untwinned microclineoccurs
as discretegrainssurboundaries,grain boundariesand inclusions.
rounded by twinned material (Fig. 3a) and
Quartz occursas both singlecrystalsup to I mm intragranular domains having diffuse boundaries
in diameter, elongateparallel to the foliation, and with twinned regionsof the samecrystal (Fig. 3b),
small dispersedgrains (20-100 pm). Deformation whereaslarge, predominantly untwinned grains conlamellae and subgrains are observed, and healed tain isolated,dispersedtwins (Fig. 3c). Selected-area
cracksare clearly identified by trails of inclusions. diffraction has identified only triclinic symmetryin
Strongly deformed quartz-calcite aggregatescontain both twinned and untwinned regions (Fig. 3a), in
fiber growths characteristicof veins or some com- agreementwith the X-ray-diffraction data. Twin
parablesolution-precipitationorigin. Micas form a microstructuresin large grainsand the finer matrix
C-S-type two-foliation deformation texture (Berth6 are distinctly different. Large grains have a heteret ql. 1979).
ogeneous,low-densitytwin texture with long P-twins
exhibiting the well-establisheddegeneration(e.9.,
Unit M2
Fitz Gerald & Mclaren 1982)to bands of fine Atwins @g. 3c). As grains becomemore completely
The combination of bright pink to red feldsparand twinned, as is characteristicof the small matrix
irregular patchesof calciteand chlorite, with minor grains, A-twins dominate(Fig. 3a)and form the most
titanite, givesunit M2 a more altered, lesspristine homogeneoustwin texture observed.The interaclion
appearancein hand specimenthan Ml. Modal ana- of the dominant A-twins with P-twins forms a host
lysesare typically 90 - 95t/oK-feldspar. Feldspar of window texturesof the typesreviewedby McLacompositionsand cell parametersare listed in Tables ren (1984),whereasthe systematictermination of A1, and 2, respectively. The feldspar in M2 has twins, presumablyalong a degenerateP-twin commarkedly lessBa than in Ml, but otherwiseis simi- positionplane,continuesto createbandsof contrast
lar. As in Ml, the K-feldsparis low microcline,with
nearly perpendicularto the (010) twin planes.
tto+t\m:1.01.
In addition to the textures observed in Ml,
microclineisletsare commonlysurrounded
twinned
grain-size
The
variation is the sameas in Ml with,
by untwinned microcline in M2 (Fie. 4a). Figures4a
again, a generalabsenceof equilibrium grain boundary textures.Optically observedtwins are common, and 4b show the irregular intercrystallineand tranbut are generallylesswell defined than in Ml. Trans- sitional intracrystalline nature of many of the twin
granular twins are anastomosing(Fig. 2e), with some fronts and the concentrationof voids and dislocafine, patchy twin domains giving an initial impres- tions in the untwinned material. A-twins again
sion of sericitization. Terminating A-twins aligned predominate, with the commonly observedtransforwithin bands parallel to the P-twin orientation are mation of P-twins to fine A-twins. As in Ml, the
very common. Such bands can be lozenge-shaped juxtaposition and intersectionof A- and P-twins and
with intragranular terminations @ig. 2f). Inclusions systematictermination of A-twins along degenerate
in grains are very cornmon. The densityof inclusions P-twin boundariesproducecontrast-bandand window textures @ig. 4c), which havebeenreviewedby
is sufficiently high in some areasto give an altered
appearance.Deformation-inducedunduloseextinc- Mclaren (1984).Strongtartan patternsproducedby
tion, reflectingthe occurrenceof subgrains,occurs fine A- and P-twins are conunon, particularly in islet
throughout the specimen. The foliation is less grains (Fig. 4d).
pronouncedthan in Ml becauseof the absenceof
The transition from untwinned to twinned
a dominant phyllosilicate phase and is instead microcline is recorded by intracrystalline twindefined by bands of varying grain-size. Quartz feadomain boundaries.The majority of theseform as
tures are as describedfor Ml.
broad transition zonesfrom contrast-freeuntwinned
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Frc. 5. Twin fronts. Scale bars: I pm. a) Isolated Albite-law microtwins (T) and dislocations (d) in transition zone
betweendomains. A modulated or tweed texture (m) is imaged where the deviation parameter s is locally perturbed
along a bend contoru. b) Transitional zone betweentwinnned domain (bottom) and untwinned microcline (top) in
Ml with dislocations (d). The diffraction pattern shows extensivedistortion in terms of streaking of (0&0) reflections, causedby the high density of defects (arrowed), at least some of which are'dislocations, but no discretetwin
reflections.B=t@ll.

to twinned microcline, with progresively higher densitiesof microtwins @igs. 4b, 5a). However, some
domain boundaria are particularly diffuse (Fig. 5b),
with twin-parallel crystal defects causing streaking
of primary reflections in selected-areaelectrondiffraction patterns.An apparenttweedtexture, that
is usually associatedwith intermediatestatesof Al-Si
order, i.e., betweenlow microcline and orthoclase,
and is a precursor to transformation twinning, has
been observed in proximity of this twinning front
@ig. 5a). Attempts to enhancethe tweed-textue contrast throughout the samplesby varying the diffraction error s (Mclaren & Fitz Gerald 1987)did not
increasethe frequency of observation.
Abundant voids and dislocationsoccur within the
untwinned microcline of both lithologic units,
whereastlere is a near-mutualexclusionof voids and
dislocations from homogeneouslytwinned domains
(Figs. 3, 4). An exceptionto the latter are untwinned,
lensoid grains (Fig. 3a), similar to some recrystallized grains observedby light microscopy (Fig. 2c),
that contain neither voids nor dislocations.The combination of a regular shapeand the absenceof crackhealing*elated deftrt contrast suggeststhat the voids
had a primary orign during crystal growth. Dislocations are abundant in the untwinned microcline up
to the twin domain interfaces @igs. 3b, 4b), but are
only rarely observedin the twinned feldspar (Fig. 6a)
despitethe useof a wide rangeof imaging conditions.

gemparison of trace analysisdata, line directions
and limited invisibility-contrast experiments with
known slip systems(Gandais&Willaime 1984)allow
someinferencesto be madeasto the dislocationglide
systems. In Ml grains, these data suggest
asaslip system,whereasother
B:l/2<ll2>Q01)
dislocations in twinned mi-croclineat the twin fronr
(Fig. 6a) have segmentsperpendicular to possible
< 110> and < 101> slip directions.Dislocationnetworks are particularly well develop€din the recrystallized matrix of Ml. Dislocation orientations in the
networks are commonly related to rational crystallographic slip planes. In Figure 6b, subgrain boundariesare parallel to (110)and (101)traces,whereas
other networks show dislocation segmentsthat lie
parallelto or near(010),(ml), (T1l) and (llI) traces.
The latter hassegmentsthat are perpendicularto po$sible <ll0> type slip directions.
In general, dislocation densitiesare lower in M2
than in Ml, with many untwinned regions containing only a few dislocations, commonly as components of a network. End-on dislocation contrast was
observedfor the electron beam parallel to [112] and
[110], which, by comparisonwitJrknown e[ide systems, is consistent with screw dislocations lying
parallel to these directions. Despite the lower concentration of free dislocations,tlte abundanceof subgrain structures indicates the contribution of deformation to the overall texture.
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FrG. 6. Defect microstructures. Scalebars: I pm.. a) Dislocatibns at twin front imaged near (l I l) with bowed segments
perpendicular to expectedslip directions < 101> and < I l0 > . b) Deformation substructure resulting from dislocation walls defining subgrain boundaries (sgb), which in lurn contain free dislocations (d). Subgrain boundaries are
parallel to tracesof (ll0) and (l0l).

D$cussroN
Igneousand metamorphicrocks haveprovided the
sourcematerial for most TEM studiesof K-feldspar
(Mclaren 1984,Smith & Brown 1988).Exceptions
include Smith & Mclaren (1983),who examineda
presumedmetasomaticmicrocline from Greenland,
and Guthrie & Veblen (1988)who describedalkali
feldspar from hydrothermally alteredgranites. Likewise, microstructures in the Hemlo microcline are
consideredto reflect a metasomatic origin. In turn,
thesemicrostructuresprovide circumstantialevidence
for the conditions and timing of metasomatism, in
addition to and independent of the bulk chemistry
of the rocks and the relevant field observations.
The existenceof untwinned microcline grains and
domains, in conjunction with the degree of Al-Si
ordering inferred by X-ray diffraction, argues for
direct formation of tle microcline as a triclinic phase
below the temperature of the monoclinic + triclinic
transformation. This conclusion is supported by
reference to the absenceof twinning in authigenic
triclinic K-feldspar, which has beenpresentedas evidencefor a primary triclinic origin (Finney & Bailey
1964,Kastner & Siever 1979).A tendencyfor authigenicfeldsparsformedbetween0 and 3Oo C to have

end-membercompositions(Kastner& Siever1979)
also is similar to the observedpurity of the Hemlo
microcline studied. Voids in the untwinned
microcline are interpreted as having beenfluid inclusionsthat wereincorporated during formation of the
grains by a potassium-richfluid. Similar features
have beenreported by Guthrie & Veblen (1988)in
clouded alkali feldspar. The absenceof associated
healed fractures in TEM favors this primary origin
for the voids during crystal growth. Metasomatism
thus provides a mechanismfor the formation of
primary microcline, introduction of the high density
of voids (fluid inclusions)into thesegrains and fluidassistedAl-Si ordering at low temperature.
An origin of the Hemlo K-feldspar as primary
microcline would require tlat the temperatureof the
metasomatic fluid be less than that for the
monoclinic + triclinic transformation. The upper
stability of low microcline is placedby Brown & Parsons (1989)at about 450o C, which in turn is less
than the peak metamorphic temperatures at midamphibotte gradereported at Hemlo. The abundant
dislocations and substructuresare evidencethat significant deformation occurredafter formation of the
untwinned microcline; however, neither the free dislocations nor the voids could be expectedto survive
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amphibolite-facies deformation, recovery and
recrystallization in a rate-enhancing,fluid-saturated
environment.The preservationof thesefeaturesis
further evidencethat the relevant metasomatismand
subsequentdeformation occurred during cooling
after the peak of metamorphism,rather than at a
pre- or synmetamorphicstage.
Twinning of the void-bearingmicroc'lineat Hemlo
must postdate its formation from metasomatic
fluids. This is particularly evident at intracrystalline
twin fronts, whereisolatedmicrotwins are developed
within an untwinned, triclinic host. In conftrictwith
this observationis the demonstratedassociationof
microcline twinning with Al-Si ordering and the
resultant inversion from monoclinic to triclinic symmetry (Mcl-aren 1984,Smith & Brown 1988,Brown
& Parsons1989).The ubiquity ofpolysynthetic twins
in microcline that has initia[y crystallizedat temperatures above the symmetry transition makes such
twins a virtual characteristicof microcline (e.9.,
Mclaren 1978).However, it hasbeennoted by Smith
& Mclaren (1983),amongstother$,that microcline
twins need r.lot be intrinsically associatedwith the
symmetry break. The evidencepointing to a lowtemperatureorigin for the Hemlo microcline requires
an alternativeto transformation twinning.
Many twins in the Henrlo microcline are morphologically similar to mechanicaltwins describedin
plagioclase(Vance 1961,Starkey& Brown 1964,Vernon 1965,Brown & Macaudidre1986);for example,
lenticular twins that initiate at grain boundaries,
taper and terminate within grains. True glide twins
have been precluded from ordered triclinic
plagioclasebecauseof the resultant anti-ordered distribution of Al-Si in the twin (Laves 1952,Starkey
1967)that does not reproduce the crystal structure.
However,the formation of theseanti-orderedpseudotwins remuns mechanicallyplausible,albeit with
an expectedtendencyto untwin upon relaxation of
the external stressdue to the inherent instability arising from the Al-Si site distribution (e.9., Marshall
& Mclaren 1977).
The rejection of undoubted mechanicaltwins in
plagioclaseon crystallographicgrounds has been
addressed@rown & Macaudidre1986,Brown 1989a,
b) by defining the conditions neces$aryfor and the
viabiliry of nucleationand preservationof glide twins
or pseudotwins.Interim stabilization of pseudotwins
during diffusional reversal of the Al-Si site
occupancyto convert pseudotwinsto twins requires
either the maintenanceof an imposedstressto prevent untwinning or internal relaxation of the untwinning stresses(Brown & Macaudidre1986).The latter can be achieved through interaction with and
termination against interfaces, such as other twins
and grain boundaries, which removes residual
stressesin the crystal.
Mechanical twinning in microcline has beensimi-

larly precludedon the basisof the inability of glide
twinning to reproducethe orderedcrystal structure
(e.g., Tullis 1983).However,Smith & Brown (1988,
p.553)noted that thereis no reasonwhy pseudotwins
could not form in microcline,analogousto thosein
plagioclase.In microcline of igrreousor metamorphic
origin, there is a fundamental difficulty in differentiating betweentransformation and purely mechanical twins, particularly if the morphologiesare not
distinctive (Brown & Macaudidre1986)and where
deformation is often essentialto the processoftransformation twinning (Eggleton& Buseck1980).Similarly, authigenic microcline could be expected to
remain untwinned, if for no other reasonthan it is
characteristicallyidentified in environmentsin which
deforrration is absent.We suggestthat the environment at Hemlo provided conditions for both the
developmentand preservationof glide twins. These
conditions were: l) formation of a primary, untwinned triclinic feldspar, 2) subsequentdeformation
of thesecrystals,which generatedpseudotwins(by
necessity),3) stabilization of these pseudotwins by
the defectmicrostructure,either permanentlyor long
enoughto enable,4) fluid-enhancedredistribution
of Al and Si in the anti-ordered (pseudotwinned)
domains to produce an ordered (twinned) structure.
Essentialto this processis the metasomatismof
the Hemlo rocks, both for the formation of primary
microcline and for the enhancementof Al-Si rates
of diffusion that would be expectedin a fluid-rich
environment. The driving force for untwinning
should decreaseas the differencein order between
orderedand anti-orderedregionsis reduced@rown
& Macaudidre 1986),thus making an efficient redistribution of Al and Si efficaciousto the preservation of the glide twins.
In the Hemlo microcline, twin terminations were
commonly observedin the petrographic microscope
to be associatedwith high concentrationsof fluid
inclusions. Similarly, TEM observationsemphasized
the contrast between twinned and untwinned
microcline, with the virtual absenceof dislocations
and void'sin the twinned material exceptwithin transitional, intracrystalline twin fronts. The strain
energyintroduced to the crystal by thesedefectscan
be viewed as contributing to both the propagation
and stabilization of the twins.
Dislocations are direct evidencethat the external
stresscausesdeformation of the microcline crystals,
whereasthe relatively high density of dislocations
within untwinned microcline indicates that glide
twinning is not an "easy" deformation mechanism,
as is expectedfor energeticallyunfavorable pseudotwins (Brown 1989a).The irregular and transitional
twin interfaces can then be consideredanalogousto
a recrystallizationfront. The distortion in untwinned
microcline introduced by dislocationsand voids provides a driving force for continued propagation of
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twins into volumesof untwinned crystal, while at the
sametime providing a mechanismfor the inhibition
of untwinning through the accommodation by these
defectsof elastic strains at the pseudotwin terminations. Absorbtion of defectsand enhanceddiffusion
at the twin front, aided by the high activity of fluid,
lead to effective sweeping-outof thesedefectsfrom
the crystal as the twin front passes,again in analogy to recrystallization(Uru et al. 1986).
Are there alternative interpretations to that of
primary metasomaticmicrocline that is subsequently
mechanicallytwinned?Irrespectiveof the origin of
the twinned grains, the origin of the untwinned
microcline below the temperature of the symmetry
transformation seemssecuregiven the absenceof a
tweed texture iudicative of intermediate states of
Al-Si order experiencedduring the cooling of a
monoclinic K-feldspar. In the absenceof this texture,
which is the chief inhibitor to continued ordering of
monoclinic K-feldspar during cooling @rown & Parsons1989),it is not evidentwhy thesegrainswould
not have homogeneouslytwinned, had they passed
through the symmetry break. This again lead$to the
dilemma of how partially tuiinned void-filled grains
can reflect transformation twinning, if the host gain
originatesas a triclinic phase.
Discreteprecursorsto the metasomaticgrains have
not been identified. It is not evident whether the
grains examined formed by solution and precipitation or replacement. If the void-filled grains alone
are taken as beingmetasomatic,only the void-free,
twinned grains could be preservedprecursors.These
twin textures could be consistentwith a monoclinic
origin, but there remainsan absenceof supporting
evidence, such as textures involving stranded
orthoclase. If twinning predated the metasomatism
that formed the void-filled grains, the observedtextures could simply reflect late-stagereplacementof
f1e 6ryinnedgrains, although again this does not
explain t}te apparent transitions to twinned material
$eenin many grains. As a generalprocess,replacement of the observedtwinned grains by untwinned
microcline requiresthat the leasttwinned, hencelargestgrains,be the "youngest" or most altered.This
contradicls the relative efficiency of fluid-assisted
diffusion processesat grain boundaries and within
crystals, where the rate of fluid accessto allow dissolution or replacementis proportional to al3 and
cf2, respectively, d being the grain diameter. The
finest-grained material would be expectedto be the
most altered, which in this casewould require a low
densityof twins. Instead,with the exceptionof the
late, defect-free grains, the fine-grained matrix
exhibits the most homogeneoustwin textures. If all
gtains were primary microcline, dynamic recrystallization would generatethe fine-grained matrix, and
stress concentrations would be more irrmerous
in the finer grains, where twins are prevalent. If
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deformation is not relatedto the twin microstructure,
but is imposedlater, then the flow stressis significantly greater in the twinned grains, basedon the
absenceof dislocations.Again, a link betweenthe
creation of twinned domains and a reduction in dislocation density accommodatesthis apparent contradiction.
If ore genesisis temporally relatedto the introduction of the K-feldspar phaseswe have described,
some constraintscan be placed on the event. The
metasomatism- (voids) and dislocation-related
microstructuresare not expectedto survive the peak
conditionsof metamorphismand deformation, and
are henceassignedto a later stagein t}te metamorphic
history. Although there is rare evidencethat these
texturesdevelopedin feldsparthat had beenabove
the temperatureof monoclinic e triclinic transition,
the abundanceof untwinned, fluid-inclusion-rich
triclinic grains favors formation in a lowertemperature,fluid-rich environment.The high degree
of averageAl-Si order would arguefor temperatures
lower than the monoclinic + triclinic transition,
although this could simply reflect the efficiency of
ordering in the presenceof large volumes of fluid,
i.e., any evidenceof an earlier history would be
obliterated. Our current observations define a
sequencein which K-feldspar initially occursaslarge,
untwinned or sparselytwinned grains, which become
progressivelymore homogeneouslytwinned. There
is a concurrent deformation of the untwinned phase
and a reduction in grain size, followed by the latestageintroduction or recrystallization of defect-free,
untwinned grains. In an evolving system with continued metasomaticactivity, the microstructural variations may record a cyclic processof replacement,
deformation and recrystallization, of which typically
the two most recent generations, linked by transitional grains, are observed.Becausesuch cyclesneed
not be in phase at different localities, even within
a thin section,it is not appropriateto assigna discrete event to different portions of the microstructure.
The best indications of an extended history of
cooling and metasomatismare the rare examplesof
tweed texture tlat contrast with the late-stage,
untwinned and undeformed triclinic feldspar. Resolution of whether a progressivevariation in grainscaleAl-Si order exists1131might support sssling
through the transformation temperaturecould possibly be addressedby detailed application of the
ALCHEMI technique, as demonstrated by McLaren & Fitz Gerald (1987).Clearly, there is additional
complexity in that we have restricted discussionto
the "normal" as opposed to Ba-rich microcline.
However,the presentobservationspresentnew forms
of evidencethat can contribute to the resolution of
theseproblems.
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